
 

  

 
 
 
   
Program Guide  
Week 3 

Sunday January 10th, 2016 
      

5:00 am CCTV English News -  The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News -  English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news. (News)   
 
5:45 am France 24 Feature -  News Feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News -  International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events. (News)   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News -  News and analysis of the top international and European 

news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News -  News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News -  News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News -  News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News -  News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm The World Game -  Join Lucy Zelic, David Zdrilic and Craig Foster for all the highlights and 

previews of the A-League weekend, plus the best action, news and exclusive interviews 
from around the football world. (An SBS Production) CC   

 
2:00 pm Speedweek -  A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor Sport) 

CC   
 
4:00 pm Voxwomen Cycling -  The Voxwomen Cycling Show is an all-new cycling show created 

exclusively by women. Originally starting as a Youtube series, Voxwomen puts female 
riders in the spotlight, with racing news, tips and a behind the scenes insight into the 
women’s professional peloton and some of the sport’s most talented stars. (Cycling) CC   
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4:30 pm Trawlermen -  A documentary series about a group of trawler fishermen in Peterhead, 
Scotland. Tonight, skipper Jimmy Buchan takes his prawn trawler Amity south to avoid a 
ferocious storm. Meanwhile, skipper John Buchan is full of optimism when he sets off for 
haddock. But when his trawler Ocean Venture is caught in a force nine gale, John's crew 
risk their lives working in 50-knot winds and spectacular waves. (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm Dakar Rally -  The 2016 Dakar Rally will be the 37th running of the event and the eighth 

successive year that the event will be held in South America. Drivers will race across the 
South American terrain from Buenos Aires to Rosario, through Argentina and Bolivia. 
(Motor Sport) CC   

 
5:30 pm The Invasion: The Outbreak Of World War II – Professor Catharine Edwards follows the 

stories of four very different women across centuries which saw the Roman Empire utterly 
transformed. Among them are the slave turned imperial consort Caenis, the empress Julia 
Domna - a Syrian who was commemorated in fascinating ways as far away as York - and 
Helena, mother of the emperor Constantine and a force in converting the empire to 
Christianity. (Final) (Ep.3) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC **Final** 

 
6:30 pm SBS World News -  Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:35 pm Empresses Of Ancient Rome - Professor Catharine Edwards follows the stories of four 

very different women across centuries which saw the Roman Empire utterly transformed. 
Among them are the slave turned imperial consort Caenis, the empress Julia Domna - a 
Syrian who was commemorated in fascinating ways as far away as York - and Helena, 
mother of the emperor Constantine and a force in converting the empire to Christianity. 
(Final) (Ep.3) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC **Final** 

8:40 pm Machu Picchu Decoded - It is the most famous archaeological ruin in the Western 
hemisphere, an iconic symbol of the power and engineering prowess of the Inca, and yet it 
remains an enigma. But now, a new generation of archaeologists are for the first time 
accurately decoding Machu Picchu, with new revelations about who built it, how and why. 
(From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
9:40 pm Charlie Hebdo: 3 Days That Shook Paris - This is the definitive story of the Charlie Hebdo 

massacre in January 2015, and of the three days of horror that followed, leaving twenty 
dead and a nation traumatised. A true ticking-clock film, the documentary will be structured 
tightly around the three days of terror. The keyword is immediacy, so that we feel like we’re 
watching a drama, but where real lives are at stake, and every word is true. The film will 
unfold in the present tense, using UGC and police footage to take us into the heart of the 
action and, providing the emotional heartbeat of the film, powerful interviews with those who 
were there. (From the UK) (Documentary) M(V,L) CC **Premiere** 

 
10:50 pm Inside Assad's Syria - For months, the world’s eyes have been fixed on the tens of 

thousands of refugees fleeing war-torn Syria for Europe. But what is life like for those left 
behind? Correspondent Martin Smith goes Inside Assad’s Syria to report from government-
controlled areas as war rages, with on-the-ground reporting and firsthand accounts from 
Syrians caught in the crisis. (From the US) (Documentary) (class tba) CC **Premiere** 
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11:55 pm Movie: The Madness Of King George - The story of King George III of England's slide into 
insanity, and the political and royal back stabbing which results from his incapacitation. 
Despite being very amusing at times, this is a sad tale of medical practices in the later 
1700s as well as an insight into life inside and around the royalty of the time. Stars Nigel 
Hawthorne, Helen Mirren and Rupert Graves. (From the UK) (Movie) (Biography) (1994) 
(Rpt) PG(A) CC 

 
1:55 am Movie: Four Nights With Anna -  A middle-aged hospital worker, who witnessed a brutal 

rape, becomes obsessed with the victim after she lands a job as a nurse at the same 
hospital where he works, but how far will he go before he finally loses control? Winner of 
the Best Director award at the 2009 Polish Film Awards. Directed by Jerzy Skolimowski and 
stars Artur Steranko, Kinga Preis and Jerzy Fedorowicz. (From Poland, in Polish) (Drama) 
(2008) (Rpt) MA (A,V)   

 
3:40 am The Surgery Ship -  Surgery Ship follows the remarkable story of the Mercy Ship docking 

in Guinea for 12 months and performing thousands of life changing and life-saving 
surgeries for conditions that have often long since been eradicated in the Western world. 
Amongst the volunteers are a dozen Australian doctors and medical staff taking this special 
journey. These world-class medical teams perform thousands of procedures representing a 
turning point in the lives of many, but limited time and resources mean just as many are 
turned away in a life or death decision made on the spot. (From Australia) (Documentary) 
(Rpt) M(A,G) CC   

 
4:45 am Strangeface -  Ten-year-old Ana longs for a friend, but her odd attempts to connect freak 

other children out. But when she saves a puppy from being drowned by a stranger, she 
unexpectedly finds the companionship she has craved. (From Australia) (Drama) (Short) 
(Rpt) M(V,L)    
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5:00 am CCTV English News -  The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News -  English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news. (News)   
 
5:45 am France 24 Feature -  News Feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News -  International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events. (News)   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News -  News and analysis of the top international and European 

news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News -  News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News -  News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News -  News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News -  News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Al Jazeera News -  News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English. 

CC   
 
2:00 pm Melody Gardot: The Accidental Musician -  Jazz sensation Melody Gardot’s grief-

stricken, yet inspirational, journey to stardom is captured in this inspiring documentary. After 
being struck by a car in 2003, an accident that left her with life-altering injuries, Gardot 
began the emotional expedition towards healing. This special follows her path to recovery, 
intimately revealing how she used music as therapy to heal her spirit and ultimately impress 
the world. Featuring candid interviews and performances of her most famous songs from 
albums Worrisome Heart and My One And Only Thrill. (From the US) (Music/Arts) (Rpt) 
PG(L) CC   

 
3:00 pm Tracks And Trails -  The Barrow - Featuring spectacular walks and cycle tracks in 

stunning locations all over Ireland, each program is presented by a different personality. In 
this episode, journalist and scientist Mary Mulvihill walks from Leighlinbridge along the 
banks of the river Barrow all the way through to St. Mullins. Along the way she cycles and 
kayaks and meets many local historians and folklore experts. (From Ireland) (Documentary 
Series) (Part 4 of 5) (Rpt) G CC   
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3:30 pm The Last Days Of Anne Boleyn -  Anne Boleyn is one of the most famous and 

controversial women in British history. In 1536, she became the first queen in Britain's 
history to be executed. The brutal speed of her downfall, and the astonishing nature of the 
charges against her - treason, adultery, even incest - makes her story shocking even to this 
day.  Yet whilst we know how Anne died, the story of why she had to go and who authored 
her violent end has been the subject of fiery debate across six centuries. In a radical new 
approach to televised history, a stellar cast of writers and historians, including Hilary Mantel, 
David Starkey, Philippa Gregory and others, battle out the story of her last days and give 
their own unique interpretations of her destruction. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG 
CC 

 
4:30 pm Grand Tours Of Scotland -  A Walk on the Wild Side - Paul Murton experiences the wild 

side of life as he crosses the northern highlands of Scotland coast to coast, from the remote 
lighthouse at Tarbat Ness over to the iconic castle of Eilean Donan. Travelling off the 
beaten track, Paul encounters the bottlenose dolphins that live in the Cromarty Firth and 
travels by horseback through one of Scotland's most spectacular locations, Glen Affric. 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 6) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm Dakar Rally -  The 2016 Dakar Rally will be the 37th running of the event and the eighth 

successive year that the event will be held in South America. Drivers will race across the 
South American terrain from Buenos Aires to Rosario, through Argentina and Bolivia. 
(Motor Sport) CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers -  Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Poh's Kitchen - Fish With Neil Perry - Poh and Neil Perry demonstrate that fish is an 

incredibly versatile ingredient and prepare snapper in four different ways. Poh also looks at 
some aquaculture innovations helping to save the plan. (Australia) (Food Series) G CC 

 
6:30 pm SBS World News -  Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm How To Build An Astronaut - In December 2015, Major Tim Peake will become Britain’s 

first man to live on the International Space  Station. With exclusive access to his training, 
this documentary reveals what it really takes to become an astronaut. Featuring Tim’s own 
video diary, the programme offers a unique picture of an astronaut’s life, from what it takes 
to become physically and mentally prepared for the journey, through to Tim’s life and work 
once he is on board the International Space Station. (From the UK) (Documentary) (class 
tba) CC **Premiere** 

 
8:35 pm Trawlermen: The Catch - In At The Deep End - Deep-sea fishing is the one of the most 

dangerous jobs in Britain, by some margin, and The Catch gives us unprecedented insight 
into the reality of life at sea. In the first episode of the series we meet Phil, the skipper of a 
large Gill netter called the ‘Govenek of Ladram’. Phil runs a tight ship, wanting his crew to 
work hard, eat together as a team. Phil decides to steam 300 km through a huge gale force 
storm in the hunt for a good catch. But will his gamble pay off and ensure that his crew 
comes away with a paycheck after a week at sea? (Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary 
Series) MA(L) CC **New Series Premiere** 
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9:30 pm The Tribe - The Bride Price - In a television first, this program has been granted access by 

a rural African tribe to capture their life as never seen before. This brand new 4-part 
observational documentary series will explore their day-to-day family life: the intricacies of 
their relationships, their social bonds and attitudes towards parenting and the community 
and the modernisation that is slowly being introduced into daily life with the arrival of new 
technologies and first world consumer products. In the first episode, Kerri Bodo encourages 
her husband Ayke Muko to find a second, younger wife to help with chores. (Ep.1) (From 
the UK) (Documentary Series) M(L) CC **New Series Premiere**     

 
10:25 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC 
 
11:00 pm Trivia Nights -  Wales/London/Manchester/Yorkshire - Quiz Nights features four pub 

quiz teams, in four different pubs all over the country, answering the same questions at the 
same time, as they battle to win the Golden Tankard. Tonight, The Chicks in Barnsley take 
on We Are Family in Newport, The Old Boys in Catford and The Quizlamics in Manchester. 
But when the drinks start flowing, who will know what Britain’s most hated food is or which 
celebrity has been in relationships with both Sinitta and Gwyneth Paltrow? (S.1,Ep.4) (From 
the UK) (Documentary Series) M(S,L) CC **New Episode** 

 
11:55 pm Movie: Me Too -  This touching Spanish drama delves into the life of Daniel, a young man 

with Down Syndrome. Highly intelligent and largely independent, Daniel doesn't fit the usual 
stereotype. Outside of his loving family, however, he struggles to find the intimacy he 
craves. When he develops romantic feelings for a co-worker that are not reciprocated, his 
frustration builds as the world refuses to see past his condition. Nominated for the Grand 
Jury Prize at the 2010 Sundance Film Festival. Directed by Antonio Naharro and Álvaro 
Pastor, and stars Pablo Pineda, Lola Dueñas and Isabel García Lorca. (From Spain, in 
Spanish) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M (L,N,S)   

 
1:45 am Hard - Sophie seeks advice about her relationships. Meanwhile a variety of clients sign up 

for SophX. Roy has trouble finding work as a legitimate actor. Sophie once again wants to 
get out of the porn business. Back home, her teens are rebelling. (S.2,Ep.3) (From France, 
in English) (Comedy Series) MA **New Episode** 

 
2:20 am Hard - Roy gets a part in a play. The finances of SophX have been questionably handled in 

the past, but Sophie is approached by a potential buyer. Meanwhile, Roy finally meets 
Sophie's family. (S.2,Ep.4) (From France, in French) (Comedy Series) MA **New 
Episode**   

 
3:00 am Cold Case JFK -  On November 22, 1963 the most powerful man in the world was gunned 

down in broad daylight in front of hundreds of witnesses, police, and photographers. It was 
the crime of the century—and it was never solved. This documentary re-opens the case to 
discover if today’s technology can shed light on what actually happened by looking at the 
evidence as seen through the lens of present day through state-of-the-art forensic science. 
(From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,V) CC   

 
4:00 am 24 Hours In Emergency -  Second Chance - Step inside one of Britain's busiest 

emergency departments with unprecedented access to the emergency ward at King's 
College Hospital in London. Doctors assess the injuries of 47-year-old Chrissie, who was hit 
by a motorcycle as she crossed the road, but her husband Tim is caught in the traffic jam 
her accident has caused, leaving him struggling to get to the hospital. John is in resus in a 
confused state following a suspected stroke, and Benedict, who is 22, has come into King's 
because of his drinking problem. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC  
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5:00 am CCTV English News -  The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News -  English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news. (News)   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News -  International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events. (News)   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News -  News and analysis of the top international and European 

news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News -  News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News -  News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News -  News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News -  News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour -  Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Suor Angelica -  Suor Angelica - Richard Jones’s new productions of Puccini’s triptych for 

the Royal Opera House were a major critical and artistic success, including this operatic 
production of the heart-wrenching Suor Angelica. (From the UK, in Italian) (Arts) (Rpt) PG   

 
3:00 pm Railway Walks -  The Birth of Steam - Julia Bradbury takes a series of walks following the 

old tracks of Britain's lost rail empire. In this episode, Julia visits Cornwall, where she traces 
a railway line that has not operated for 140 years. The tracks pass through Redruth, once a 
thriving area due to its tin and copper reserves, which inspired the engineering feats that 
preceded Britain's rail empire. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 6) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:30 pm Railway Walks -  The Whisky Train - Julia Bradbury takes a series of walks following the 

old tracks of Britain's lost rail empire. In this episode, Julia visits north-east Scotland to walk 
along the Speyside Way. The route, which runs between the villages of Craigellachie and 
Ballindalloch, was the path of a railway that served a remote area and a world-famous 
drinks industry. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 4 of 6) (Rpt) G CC   
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4:00 pm Order And Disorder -  The Story of Information - Professor Jim Al-Khalili investigates 
one of the most important concepts in the world today - information. He discovers how we 
harnessed the power of symbols, everything from the first alphabet to the electric telegraph 
through to the modern digital age. But on this journey he learns that information is not just 
about human communication, it is woven very profoundly into the fabric of reality. (Part 2 of 
2)  (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm Dakar Rally -  The 2016 Dakar Rally will be the 37th running of the event and the eighth 

successive year that the event will be held in South America. Drivers will race across the 
South American terrain from Buenos Aires to Rosario, through Argentina and Bolivia. 
(Motor Sport) CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers -  Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Poh's Kitchen - Barbecue With Neil Perry - Poh's been invited to Neil Perry's home in 

Sydney to cook up a feast to share with his family. Before they fire up the barbeque, Neil 
takes Poh to his local butchers to check out the best cuts of meat for a good barbie. 
(Australia) (Food Series) G CC    

 
6:30 pm SBS World News -  Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Queen Victoria's Children -  Gain a new understanding of Britain’s longest reigning Queen 

with this fascinating series which explores Queen Victoria’s life through stories of the 
personal relationships between her, her husband Albert the Prince Consort and their nine 
children. Queen Victoria and Prince Albert shared a passionate marriage but historians 
claim that behind closed doors their domestic life was a battlefield. Spanning 60 years, this 
family saga tells a tale of manipulation, conflict, intimidation, emotional blackmail and 
fevered attempts by Victoria’s children to escape the clutches of their domineering and 
needy mother. The series draws on the written material and photographs the family left 
behind to bring the characters and complex relationships to life. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (History) (Rpt) PG CC  

 
8:30 pm Obsessive Compulsive Disorder - An emotional insight into a debilitating disorder. This 

documentary investigates OCD, asks why the brain suddenly turns on itself in this way and 
looks at the cutting edge research promising sufferers hope. This film finds out what OCD 
really is, why it occurs and asks how it can be stopped. It explores treatments like cognitive 
behavioural therapy and deep brain stimulation, and meets scientists working with cutting 
edge technologies such as optigenetics where future treatments might lie. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) PG CC **Premiere**    

 
9:30 pm One Born Every Minute - This week on One Born Every Minute, a disabled mum-to-be 

shows incredible courage in getting through a dramatic delivery, there are premiership 
tussles in the birth room for opposing football fans, and a five year fertility journey is almost 
over for one first time mum. When Cheryl and her husband Rob met on an on-line dating 
site they knew instantly that they wanted to be together. It was some time later before Rob 
discovered Cheryl suffered from cerebral palsy but Rob’s response was “So what” and the 
duo have never seen this as an obstacle. (S.5,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) 
M(A) CC **New Episode**      
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10:25 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC 

 
11:00 pm Spider House -  This unique experiment will be the first ever detailed study of spiders in a 

domestic environment - demonstrating just how amazing and important these tiny creatures 
actually are. (Part 1 of 2) (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC   

 
11:55 pm Movie: The Bone Man -  Director Wolfgang Murnberger brings another of Wolf Haas' cult 

novels to the screen in this wicked black thriller. Set in a sleepy Austrian mountain village, 
ex-detective Simon Brenner has grown weary of his job repossessing cars and embarks on 
an extended getaway to the countryside. But before long he becomes embroiled in the 
convoluted world of the locals of a supposedly quiet town. Stars Josef Hader, Josef 
Bierbichler and Birgit Minichmayr. (From Austria, in German, English subtitles) (Thriller) 
(2009) (Rpt) MA(V,N,L)   

 
2:10 am Simon Boccanegra -  Giuseppe Verdi's opera about Simon Boccanegra, who is elected 

Doge of Genoa and becomes a ruthless ruler who makes many enemies. Twenty-five years 
later he finds his long-lost daughter Amelia, only to discover that she is in love with Adorno, 
one of his many foes who are plotting to murder him. Stars Ferruccio Furlanetto, Massimo 
Cavalletti and Anja Harteros. (From Italy, in Italian) (Masterpiece) (Opera) (Rpt) G   

 
4:45 am Am I Ok -  Overwhelmed by the problems of the world, Jacquie's convinced she's having a 

breakdown. She consults an analyst who reassures her that, so long as she is not hearing 
voices or talking to herself, she is okay. (Australia) (Short) M(A,L)    
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5:00 am CCTV English News -  The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News -  English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news. (News)   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News -  International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events. (News)   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News -  News and analysis of the top international and European 

news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News -  News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News -  News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News -  News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News -  News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour -  Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Up To The Sky -  Missing Matrix, Seoul - This is architecture for the 21st century as we 

take a look at the latest and outstanding skyscrapers. This episode examines the 
architecture of the Missing Matrix Building, a stunning tower located in the heart of South 
Korea's capital city, Seoul.  (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:30 pm Up To The Sky - Mode Gakuen Cocoon Tower, Tokyo - This week we take a look at the 

Mode Gakuen Cocoon Tower, in Tokyo. This 204-metre, 50-story building is located in the 
Nishi-Shinjuku district and is home to three educational institutions. (From the UK, in 
German) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC      

 
3:00 pm German Wanderlust -  Saxon Switzerland - Julia Bradbury takes her boots and backpack 

to the Continent to explore the landscape of Germany and the cultural movement that made 
it famous – Romanticism. Julia's final adventure takes her deep into former East Germany. 
Once the destination of many a Romantic pilgrimage, the sandstone mountains set 
alongside the mighty Elbe river are a bizarre and sublime mix of forest, gorge and rock 
towers. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC   
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3:30 pm Harlots, Housewives And Heroines - At Court - In this new three-part series historian and 
Chief Curator of Historic Royal Palaces Dr Lucy Worsley immerses herself in the world of 
Restoration England, exploring the captivating lives of the women of the period. In the first 
episode, Dr Lucy Worsley investigates the lives of women at the top - the king's mistresses 
at the royal court. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:30 pm The World From Above -  Wales: Ruthin to Mount Snowdon - The aerial journey begins 

in the heart of North Wales, at the historic town of Ruthin. From the ruins of the medieval 
Denbigh Castle, it heads along the golden beaches and resort towns of the north coast. At 
Conway Bay, it’s south-west and past the largest slate quarry in Wales before turning 
towards the Menai Strait, a narrow sea channel that separates the Isle of Anglesea from the 
mainland. From Caernarvon Castle, the journey ends with a spectacular flight through the 
mountains and valleys of Snowdonia, finishing at the highest peak in Wales, Mount 
Snowdon. (S.3,Ep.5) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm Dakar Rally -  The 2016 Dakar Rally will be the 37th running of the event and the eighth 

successive year that the event will be held in South America. Drivers will race across the 
South American terrain from Buenos Aires to Rosario, through Argentina and Bolivia. 
(Motor Sport) CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers -  Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Poh's Kitchen - Margaret River With Ian Parmenter - Poh's on the road in WA's Margaret 

River region with one-time TV chef and good food lover, Ian Parmenter. Ian has invited her 
to his backyard, the wonderful mecca of the Margaret River region. (Australia) (Food 
Series) G CC     

 
6:30 pm SBS World News -  Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Australia With Simon Reeve -  This week Simon travels from Darwin across to the remote 

Cape York Peninsula, and on to the Great Barrier Reef. On the Cape York Peninsula, 
Simon joins scientists catching deadly box jellyfish, whose venom could prove to have great 
medicinal value. Then on the Great Barrier Reef he dives in search of the starfish 
destroying coral, before flying out into the ocean to watch as a huge tanker is expertly 
guided through the fragile reef. From there he sets off for Kakadu, the largest national park 
in the world. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 3) (Rpt) PG CC 

 
8:35 pm 24 Hours In Emergency - Stay With Me - In this week’s episode those providing the 

bedside support take centre stage as a girlfriend, a wife and a daughter keep spirits high in 
difficult times. First up is 22-year-old Paul who’s been stabbed in the face and arm with a 
broken bottle outside a pub in Kingston. Meanwhile 93-year-old Angela is brought to 
emergency by her daughter Elizabeth after suffering from blood loss and disorientation at 
her care home. (S.6,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Documentary) M(A,L) CC **New Episode**    

 
9:30 pm The Missing - The Meeting - In 2006, as the investigation continues, property developer 

Ian Garrett offers further support to Tony and their friendship deepens, while an undercover 
police officer from Paris comes forward with possible information about Oliver. In the 
present day, Tony and Julien are relieved that the case has now officially been reopened 
and Emily returns to France to face the demons of her past - but progress is slow. 
(S.1,Ep.3) (From the UK) (Drama Series) M(A,V,L) CC **New Episode**    
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10:35 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC     

 
11:10 pm Last Days In Vietnam -  A new documentary from Rory Kennedy examines the final days 

of American presence in Saigon and the heroic efforts to help evacuate 135,000 South 
Vietnamese. (From the US) (Documentary) (History) (class tba) CC   

 
1:00 am Movie: Haute Cuisine - Hortense Laborie, a renowned chef from the Périgord, is 

astonished when the President of the Republic appoints her his personal cook, responsible 
for creating all his meals at the Élysée Palace. Despite jealous resentment from the other 
kitchen staff, Hortense quickly establishes herself, thanks to her indomitable spirit. The 
authenticity of her cooking soon seduces the President, but the corridors of power are 
littered with traps. Based on the extraordinary true story of President François Mitterand's 
private cook. (From France, in French) (Movie) (Drama) (2012) M(L) CC **Premiere**     

 
2:40 am The Rise And Fall Of Versailles -  Louis XIV, The Dream of a King - The symbol of 

France's glory, Versailles is probably the most splendid royal palace in Europe. From 1643 
to 1792 it was the stage on which the most glorious period of the French Monarchy played 
out. Filmed in Versailles itself, this three-part drama-documentary brings the 150-year reign 
of France’s three most famous monarchs - Louis XIV, Louis XV and Louis XVI - to life. It 
includes interviews with the world's leading specialists. (From France, in English and 
French) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 3) (Rpt) PG (A,V,S) CC   

 
3:50 am The Rise And Fall Of Versailles -  Louis XV, The Palace of Pleasure - The symbol of 

France's glory, Versailles is probably the most splendid royal palace in Europe. From 1643 
to 1792 it was the stage on which the most glorious period of the French Monarchy played 
out. Filmed in Versailles itself, this three-part drama-documentary brings the 150-year reign 
of France’s three most famous monarchs - Louis XIV, Louis XV and Louis XVI - to life. It 
includes interviews with the world's leading specialists. (From France, in English and 
French) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 3) (Rpt) M (S,N,V) CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News -  The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News -  English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news. (News)   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News -  International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events. (News)   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News -  News and analysis of the top international and European 

news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News -  News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News -  News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News -  News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News -  News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour -  Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Piaf's Secret Story -  This documentary provides an intimate look behind the myth of the 

global star Edith Piaf, making extensive use of personal archives and home movies, 
together with the participation of those who were closest to her, to create a more complex 
and in-depth character portrait. Piaf's tragic yet celebrated story is told by her accordionist 
and by herself, through audio recordings and can only serve to enhance her reputation as 
the French chanteuse par excellence. (From France, in French) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG  

 
3:00 pm Backroads USA -  Blues Highway through the Deep South - The USA is famous for its 

huge and endless highways, symbols of the American Dream. In this series, these routes 
are the stars. But we will leave the main interstates behind and stick to those winding 
country routes each with their own character. These are routes laid out by people in pursuit 
of something: a better life, a vision, a dream.  Each episode deals with a route that cuts 
through a vast stretch of the New World, sometimes linking several states, and running 
through small towns that have largely been left by the wayside. (S.1,Ep.2) (From France, in 
English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   
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3:30 pm The Dark Charisma Of Adolf Hitler -  This three-part series looks at how Hitler formed a 
connection with millions of Germans and generated a level of charismatic attraction almost 
without parallel in the process. The first episode reveals how Hitler managed to turn from a 
nobody in 1913 - whom some thought 'peculiar' - into the Chancellor and Fuehrer of the 
German people. It includes testimonies from those who lived during the era, archive film, 
and specially shot documentary footage. (From the UK, in English and German) 
(Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 3) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:30 pm The World From Above -  Portugal: Linhares Castle to Lisbon - This aerial journey 

begins towards the middle of Portugal at Linhares Castle, before heading south-west 
towards the beautiful city of Coimbra and its ancient university. From there we look at two 
spectacular monasteries at Batalha and Tomar before heading for the coast at the resort 
town of Nazare. Just inland to the south is the striking walled town of Obidos and its castle. 
Back on the coast are the dramatic cliffs of Cabo de Roca. Following the coastline we take 
a look at a series of resort towns including Cascais and Oeiras before entering the River 
Tagus and our final destination - Lisbon - the capital of Portugal. (S.3,Ep.6) (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm Dakar Rally -  The 2016 Dakar Rally will be the 37th running of the event and the eighth 

successive year that the event will be held in South America. Drivers will race across the 
South American terrain from Buenos Aires to Rosario, through Argentina and Bolivia. 
(Motor Sport) CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers -  Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Poh's Kitchen - My Place With Ian Parmenter - After a week as Ian Parmenter's guest in 

Western Australia's Margaret River, has Poh finally become a country girl? She certainly 
mixes it up with the local Alpacas and proves a dab hand at catching freshwater marron! On 
Ian's verandah, with his vineyard as a backdrop, they cook up wonderful local produce 
including the marron, pink grapefruit from the garden, farmed rabbit and zucchinis from the 
local primary school. (Australia) (Food Series) G CC     

 
6:30 pm SBS World News -  Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook: London - Crowd Pleasers - Rachel explores the food 

scene in vibrant East London, and visits her favourite 24-hour bagel shop, where she 
discovers that a simple approach is often the secret to success. From a twist on chilli and 
tortillas to colourful canapés perfect for entertaining, Rachel whips up some fuss-free crowd 
pleasers. (Ep.2) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**    

 
8:00 pm Food Safari Fire - This episode explores the best char-grilled street food from around the 

world including Greek pork souvlaki, Abruzzese arrosticini, Malaysian satay, Vietnamese 
beef in betel leaves and Mexican fish tacos. Maeve meets Thomas Deliopoulos who runs 
Kalimera Souvlaki Art in the Melbourne suburb of Oakleigh, which has many Greek 
restaurants and shops. For Italians, especially those from the region of Abruzzo, char-
grilling meat on a stick means arrosticini and Tony Nicoloni explains more about this simple 
but delicious afternoon snack. (Ep.2) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) G CC **New 
Episode**    
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8:30 pm The Family Law - The Family Law is a new six-part series created by critically acclaimed 
writer Benjamin Law and adapted from his hit 2010 memoir of the same name. This is the 
story of a quirky Chinese-Australian family on the Sunshine Coast over the course of a long 
hot summer, as told by 14-year old Benjamin, slightly self-obsessed with aspirations to be 
famous despite his severe lack of talent. For the Law family, all communication can lead to 
misunderstanding and unlikely comedy stems from tragedy. This is a show about 
sabotaged expectations, growing pains, finding your place in the world, and the strange 
embarrassment we feel towards the people we’re supposed to love the most: our family. 
(Ep.1) (Commissioned by SBS) (Comedy Series) PG CC **New Series Premiere**   

 
9:00 pm Poh & Co. -  The Garden - Step into the chaotic, busy and captivating world of Poh Ling 

Yeow as she journeys to an exciting new stage of her life. Making and sharing delicious 
meals is about to become even more important in Poh’s fascinating world of business 
pursuits, artistic dreams and fun adventures with family and friends. Over the course of the 
next year Poh is determined to shake up her life. She is busy creating an edible garden as 
the first step in transforming her suburban house into a home; seeking out inspiration and 
advice so she can become an even better cook, artist, and book publisher; and continuing 
to develop her small business as a purveyor of home-baked delicacies. (Ep.1) 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
9:30 pm The Bridge - Thirteen months later...Saga Norén is still working at Malmö County Police, 

but she misses her only friend Martin Rohde who is serving a ten year prison sentence. 
Saga, however, is convinced that she did the only right thing by reporting him, and that she 
cannot be associated with a convicted murderer. The story starts with when a famous 
Danish gender activist and owner of Copenhagen’s first gender-neutral children's nursery is 
found murdered on a building site in Malmö. Saga is forced to work with a new Danish 
colleague, who has difficulties in accepting Saga for who she is. (S.3,Ep.1) (From Denmark 
& Sweden, in Danish & Swedish) (Drama Series) M(A) **Series Return**   

 
10:35 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC    
 
11:10 pm The Sex Clinic -  Follows the patients visiting two of the UK’s busiest sexual health clinics, 

as they deal with the diagnosis and treatment of some of the country's most commonly 
contracted STIs. From the UK. (Documentary series) (Rpt) MA(S,N,A)   

 
12:05 am Movie: The Way -  A powerful and inspirational film about family, friends and the 

challenges we face while navigating this ever-changing and complicated world.  Tom, an 
irascible American doctor goes to France to deal with the tragic loss of his son. Rather than 
return home, Tom decides to embark on the historical pilgrimage "The Way of St. James" to 
honour his son's desire to finish the journey. Tom doesn't plan on the profound impact this 
trip has on him. Through unexpected experiences along "The Way," Tom discovers the 
difference between "the life we live and the life we choose.” Starring Martin Sheen and 
Emilio Estevez.  (From the US) (Movie) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
2:20 am Rockwiz -  Romy Hoffman & Alexander Gow - Rock music's most famous faces continue 

to mix it with the best local trivia buffs. Host Julia Zemiro asks the questions and Brian 
Nankervis adjudicates over the mayhem. Tonight, Melbourne-based hip hop artist Romy 
Hoffman and lead singer songwriter of Melbourne band Oh Mercy, Alexander Gow. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   
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3:00 am Rockwiz -  Gemma Ray & Jon English - Rock music’s most famous faces continue to mix 
it with the best local trivia buffs. Host Julia Zemiro asks the questions and Brian Nankervis 
adjudicates over the mayhem. Tonight’s guests are Essex born singer-songwriter Gemma 
Ray and Australian music legend Jon English. (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment) 
(Rpt) G CC   

 
3:40 am The London Markets -  Fruit 'n' Veg Market: Inside New Spitalfields - The fruit and veg 

trade in England was once a closed world dominated by traditional British costermonger 
families. But then London changed. Successive waves of immigration have brought new 
people to New Spitalfields market in east London, people for whom food has a deeper 
meaning. (Part 3 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(L) CC   

 
4:45 am Necrolovers -  Set free by strange female force , a madman manages to escape from a 

psychiatric hospital. The force guides him up to an old cemetery where he discovers looters 
desecrating the wrong grave. (From Chile) (Short Film) (Horror) M(N,A,V)    
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5:00 am CCTV English News -  The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News -  English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news. (News)   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News -  International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events. (News)   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News -  News and analysis of the top international and European 

news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News -  News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News -  News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News -  News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News -  News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour -  Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Big Art - UAP’s work with indigenous artists has seen some extraordinary artworks come to 

life, but expressing in Big Art the dark history of Post Colonial Australia’s occupation by 
Europeans becomes an even greater challenge when secret messages are being woven 
into the very material of the artwork itself. (Ep.2) (Australia) (Documentary Series) (Arts) PG     

 
2:30 pm Colour Theory -  Yhonnie Scarce - Presenting the work of various artists from each state 

and territory, Colour Theory demonstrates the incredible range of indigenous artistic 
expression and practice. Featuring works in a variety of media, and shot on location in the 
many beautiful and varied places around Australia, each half hour episode will explore the 
Artist’s affiliation with their Gallery or Art Centre, their connection to their country and how 
their culture inspires their modern form of art. (An NITV Production) (Entertainment) (Arts) 
(Rpt) PG CC   

 
3:00 pm Island Feast With Peter Kuruvita -  Acclaimed chef Peter Kuruvita weaves a passage 

through Southeast Asia and the Pacific as he discovers the tradition, passion and flair 
behind local cuisines and customs. Peter's expedition begins in the beautiful surrounds of 
the Philippines. Comprised of over 7,000 islands, the Philippines is home to a rich array of 
natural delights and diverse cultural heritage. Ever adventurous, Peter travels by local 
means of outrigger boat, tricycle and jeepney, meeting fishermen, chefs and farmers along 
the way. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   
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3:30 pm Salvage Hunters -  Meet modern-day treasure hunter Drew Pritchard. With demanding 
customers, high turnover, and one of the biggest decorative salvage yards in the UK, Drew 
is constantly on the road in search of derelict gems and forgotten remnants. He loves the 
thrill of the hunt and while he gets his hands dirty in the country's architectural backwaters, 
his team of restorers is back at the shop giving old and rare finds a new lease on life. (From 
the UK) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:30 pm The World From Above -  Massachusetts: Plymouth Rock to Gloucester - This aerial 

journey begins near the town of Plymouth, where the Pilgrim Fathers' ship, the Mayflower, 
has been reconstructed. On the way north towards the capital of Massachusetts, Boston, 
we pass the town of Quincy, home to the second president - John Adams. Much of the early 
history of America's independence happened in Boston. Take a good look at one of the 
country's finest historic cities, including its modern side. Following the coast north is Salem, 
and a town famous for its association with witch hunts in the 17th century. The journey ends 
in the seaside town and harbour of Gloucester, a favourite haunt for visitors during the 
summer months. (S.3,Ep.7) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm Dakar Rally -  The 2016 Dakar Rally will be the 37th running of the event and the eighth 

successive year that the event will be held in South America. Drivers will race across the 
South American terrain from Buenos Aires to Rosario, through Argentina and Bolivia. 
(Motor Sport) CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers -  Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Poh's Kitchen - Macarons With Emmanuel Mollois - This episode Poh and French chef 

Emmanuel Mollois explore colour and taste from two different cultural perspectives, with 
Emmanuel sharing one classic and one brand new recipe for Parisian macarons. Poh cooks 
a Malaysian version of French macarons - brightly coloured Malaysian snacks with some 
surprise fillings - one that she remembers making as a child and nick names 'Sticky 
Marbles'. (Australia) (Food Series) G CC     

 
6:30 pm SBS World News -  Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Mythbusters – Transformers: Car To Motorbike / Bicycle To Paddleboat - On this 

episode of MythBusters, Adam and Jamie crank their ingenuity to the max as they tackle 
two tall tales about mechanical metamorphosis. First up is a classic: Is it really possible to 
turn a car into a motorcycle? The story goes that 30 years ago, in the deserts of Africa, a 
frightened Frenchman undertook this transformation and lived to tell the tale!  But will Adam 
and Jamie follow suit? Then the guys get their feet wet as they find out if you can transform 
a bicycle into a paddleboat with a few minor modifications. Will it be sink or swim? (From 
the US) (Entertainment Series) PG CC **New Episode**     

 
8:30 pm Treasures Of Ancient Rome -  The Empire Strikes Back - In the final episode, Alastair 

Sooke charts the decline and fall of the Roman Empire through some of its hidden and most 
magical artistic treasures. He travels to Leptis Magna in Libya shortly after the overthrow of 
Gaddafi and finds one of the best preserved Roman cities in the world and the cradle of 
later Roman art. Sooke discovers glorious mosaics which have never been filmed before, 
but also finds evidence of shocking neglect of Libya's Roman heritage by the Gaddafi 
regime. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG CC   
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9:30 pm Movie: Apocalypto -  As the Mayan kingdom faces its decline, the rulers insist the key to 
prosperity is to build more temples and offer human sacrifices. Jaguar Paw, a young man 
captured for sacrifice, flees to avoid his fate. This fascinating and rich film is arguably Mel 
Gibson's greatest achievement. Nominated for three Oscars. Directed by Mel Gibson and 
stars Rudy Youngblood, Dalia Hernandez and Jonathan Brewer. (From the US in Maya, 
English subtitles) (2007) (Rpt) MAV (V,A) WS   

 
12:00 am Movie: Intimate Parts - There is a new order in Russia and a new urban prosperity, but 

when it comes to sex, just how much has changed? This is the question posed by a 
network of interlocking stories intent on exploring the link between what's between Russia's 
legs and what's between its collective ears. This controversial-yet-honest film explores the 
relationship between the public and private spheres of sexuality in contemporary, urbanite 
Moscow. (From Russia, in Russian) (Movie) (Drama) (2013) MA(S,N,L) **Premiere**    

 
1:25 am Shameless -  Jamie's family is at risk when DS Brooks, a suspended policeman facing 

serious charges, calls in a favour. Aidan feels ashamed that he did nothing to stop Frasier 
attacking Lara, but is compelled to act when the gang leader sets his sights on Letitia, while 
Micky flees the scene of a botched debt collection - and ends up trapped in a room with a 
pregnant woman who goes into labour. Stars David Threlfall, Tina Malone and Aaron 
McCusker. (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA (S,L)   

 
2:20 am Shameless -  Jackson and Shane participate in a bungled robbery at a supermarket - but 

their failure gives them an idea for a new scam. Chesney causes trouble by suggesting Carl 
could do much better than Clem, and Gloria's alcoholic brother Dominic gets accosted by 
two men who claim he has slept with their wives - though he has no memory of the alleged 
encounters. Stars David Threlfall, Tina Malone and Aaron McCusker. (From the UK) 
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MA (L) CC   

 
3:15 am Shameless -  Kelly becomes fixated on punishing herself after losing the baby - and 

despite Marty's attempts to intervene, her self-destructive behaviour soon puts her life at 
risk. Dom's views on the nature of women disgust Karen, who unexpectedly agrees to his 
proposal for a bet that also involves an unwitting Ruby. Meanwhile, Avril is alarmed to see 
her colleague Calum dispensing the wrong medication at the pharmacy. Stars David 
Threlfall, Tina Malone and Aaron McCusker. (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA (D,L) 
CC   

 
4:10 am Food Lovers' Guide to Australia -  Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to explore 

the best food and produce around. In this episode, Joanna is in Broome to hear the stories 
of the Chinese settlers who live there, and taste some fantastic Cantonese cooking, while 
Maeve revels in the lusciousness of persimmons in season. (An SBS Production) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:45 am Dumpy Goes To The Big Smoke – Apart from a few cats, there's nothing nice about this 

place. (Australia) (Short Film) (2012) (Drama) PG     
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5:00 am CCTV English News -  The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. (News)   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News -  English news from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news. (News)   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News -  International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events. (News)   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News -  News and analysis of the top international and European 

news and current affairs from Berlin. (News)   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News -  News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English. CC   
 
7:30 am Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News -  News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News -  News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News -  News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour -  Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Figure Skating: ISU Grand Prix - Despite a disappointing season so far, Yuzuru Hanyu is 

a hero in Japan. In Nagano, he proves what a super-star he truly is with what is considered 
the best performance in Men’s Skating ever. (Sport) CC **Sport Special**    

 
3:30 pm Monster Moves -  Long Loads - In Omaha Nebraska, two of America's longest 

locomotives are taken off the rails for a journey through tight city streets to a new hill-top 
home, while another team in the New Mexico desert moves a railway station three 
kilometres down the track after sawing it in half. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) 
G CC   

 
4:30 pm The World From Above -  Germany: Plauen To Konigstein Castle - This series flies 

across some of the most beautiful and dramatic places in the world. This episode explores 
from Plauen To Konigstein Castle in Germany. (Ep.8) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
5:00 pm Dakar Rally -  The 2016 Dakar Rally will be the 37th running of the event and the eighth 

successive year that the event will be held in South America. Drivers will race across the 
South American terrain from Buenos Aires to Rosario, through Argentina and Bolivia. 
(Motor Sport) CC   
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5:30 pm Stories From Home - In the lead up to Australia Day 2016, SBS presents this two-part 

documentary which explores the country’s incredible diversity and what it means to be 
Australian. Stories From Home is produced by the SBS News and Current Affairs team, and 
highlights extraordinary individuals and communities as they use art, innovation and sport to 
overcome adversity. The first part examines the life of boxer Billy Dib then the second part 
looks at the life of entrepreneur Tan Le. (An SBS Production) (Documentary) CC 
**Premiere Special**     

 
6:30 pm SBS World News -  Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:35 pm The Wonder Of Britain - Our Royal Story - Britain has an almost continuous monarchy 

stretching back over 1000 years, which give us a unique royal story that has shaped our 
national identity.  Julia’s list reflects this long running royal soap opera and begins with the 
supposed home of legendary King Arthur. Real man or myth, the ruins at Tintagel mark the 
birthplace of our Royal story and here Julia learns the sword skills any Dark Age king would 
have needed. Next is Britain’s oldest and most famous royal building – The Tower of 
London. (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **New Episode**    

 
8:30 pm Movie: Misery -  Based on the novel by Stephen King, Misery tells the story of best-selling 

author, Paul Sheldon, who is on his way back home after finishing his latest novel. Meet 
Annie Wilkes, Paul's self-proclaimed number one fan, who takes it upon herself to nurse 
him back to health. After reading through one of his manuscripts, however, all hell breaks 
loose and nothing is ever the same again. Directed by Rob Reiner. Starring James Caan, 
Kathy Bates and Richard Farnsworth. (From the US) (Movie) (Drama) (1990) (Rpt) M(A,V,L) 
CC   

 
10:25 pm RocKwiz -  Colleen Hewett, Mikelangelo & Megan Washington - Queen of Pop in 1972 

and 1973, celebrated stage actress and all round Australian legend Colleen Hewett joins 
the leader of the Black Sea Gentlemen, Mikelangelo, in this exciting episode. Mikelangelo, 
also known as the Balkan Elvis, and Colleen, with backing vocals by the Wolfgramm 
Sisters, closes the show with a seventies’ classic from The Brotherhood Of Man, ‘United 
We Stand’. One of the regular performers from our 2010 national tour, Megan Washington, 
is back with a new album and she performs ‘Limitless’, the second single from that album. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
11:25 pm Vikings -  All Change - At the behest of King Horik, Ragnar assembles a small party to 

travel to Gotaland - modern day Sweden -  to resolve a land dispute with the area’s leader, 
Jarl Borg. Ragnar’s renown precedes him and Jarl Borg is intrigued - has he found a new 
ally or is Ragnar just a puppet of the king? Meanwhile in Kattegat, with a plague taking its 
toll on the village, the people look to Lagertha to help appease the gods. (Final)  (From 
Canada) (Drama Series) (Part 9 of 9) (Rpt) M(N,V,S) CC   

 
12:20 am Vikings -  Brother's War - The Nordic warriors with an insatiable appetite for brutal 

warfare, unrestrained passion, alliances and betrayal are back for an action-packed second 
season. The battle begins between Ragnar and King Horik’s forces against Jarl Borg. Borg 
is joined by Rollo, and this Viking clash pits brother against brother. There can only be one 
victor. Meanwhile, Princess Aslaug makes her way to Kattegat and brings with her a 
surprise that leaves Ragnar in a difficult predicament. (S.2,Ep.1) (From Canada & Ireland, 
in English) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V) CC   
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1:15 am Vikings -  Invasion - Four peaceful years have since passed with Ragnar as Earl. The time 
has come for an unlikely alliance to band together in pursuit of a common goal – a new raid 
on England. A storm pushes the Viking fleet to a new destination, and on the beaches of 
Wessex, Ragnar and his men may have met their match. (S2, Ep.2) (From Canada & 
Ireland, in English) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V) CC   

 
2:05 am Vikings -  Treachery - The Wessex Viking raid is in full swing and King Ecbert finds himself 

facing an entirely new kind of foe. While Ragnar races to dominate in the West, Jarl Borg 
has his own plans in store for the future of Kattegat. (Series 2, Ep.3) (From Canada) 
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V) CC   

 
2:55 am Vikings -  Eye For An Eye - A meeting between two great men may pave the way for 

future compromise as Ragnar and Ecbert come face to face. Jarl Borg now rules Kattegat 
and with an iron fist and Rollo must now become the leader his people need in Ragnar’s 
absence. (Series 2, Ep.4) (From Canada & Ireland) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V) CC   

 
3:50 am Michael Mosley: Guts -  What's really going on inside your stomach? In this program, Dr 

Michael Mosley offers up his own guts to find out. Using the latest in medical imagery and a 
tiny state of the art camera that he swallows at the start of the film, Michael takes viewers 
on a remarkable journey through his own internal system. At each stage he talks to medical 
experts and explains the amazing functions that happen without our conscious effort - and 
reveals a complexity and intelligence in the gut that science is only just beginning to 
uncover. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A) CC   

 
4:50 am Luke Nguyen's United Kingdom Bitesize -  Some of your favourite moments so far from 

Luke Nguyen's culinary and cultural journey through the UK. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Short) (Rpt) G    


